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Update at 7:21 p.m. ET: Residents within a 2-mile radius of the Fukushima No. 2 plant have bee
evacuate, the government has announced.
Here's the utility's latest update on the troubles at its overheating nuclear plants.
Update at 6:36 p.m. ET: The Japanese government has declared a nuclear emergency at the Fuk
plant (Daini). An emergency also exists at plant No. 1 (Daiichi).
Original post: The cooling system has failed for three reactors at the Fukushima No. 2 nuclear pl
from its quake-crippled companion, the Tokyo Electric Power Co. now says.
The utility, which operates both Fukushima plants, notified the government Saturday morning tha
the No. 2 plant stopped working as the coolant water topped the boiling point, the Kyodo news serv
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Lou45 (38 friends, send message) wrote: 20m ago
another Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant better buy concrete futures! I hat it when this happens. anyone kn
directly on the other side of the earth from this plant?
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Aunt+Bees (0 friends, send message) wrote: 36m ago
Building nuclear power plants in a country that has so many earthquakes is criminal and degenerate.
-------- http://911essentials.com
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Gortenbull (32 friends, send message) wrote: 1h 17m ago
Send Jimmy Carter to Japan to conduct on-site inspections of the damaged nuclear reactors. Respectfully
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MrB263 (0 friends, send message) wrote: 2h 1m ago
Wow. This could be more of a disater than the earthquake.
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